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Outline

1. Motivation and setup
2. Energy resolution complication: Model Centric vs Data Centric solutions
3. Taking a step back: Scaling up solution with new data representation
4. Future outlook

Warning: This is going to be a bit of a gritty talk about exploratory work without a clear Problem-Idea-Solution narrative, only already public 
plots are shown, some of which are now 1-3 years old. 
Modelling the current ALTAS calorimeter, differences between true and idealised geometries is complicated. 

3D images,  
4 layers one behind another
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Simulating Calorimeter Interaction with Geant4

• Simulate how particles interact with matter from 
first principles 

• Follow time evolution, even if only final image 
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• Cascade of particle showering:  
10x particle energy ⇒ 10x time to simulate
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Motivation: Unsustainable resource consumption

CHAPTER 5. SIMULATION OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC CALORIMETER
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Figure 5.1 – The estimated CPU resources needed by the ATLAS experiment for data and
simulation processing. The brown points are estimates made in 2017, based on existing software

performance estimates and using the ATLAS computing model parameters from 2017. The blue points
show the improvements possible in three di�erent scenarios: (1) top curve with the fast calorimeter
simulation used for 75% of the Monte Carlo simulation; (2) middle curve using in addition a faster

version of reconstruction, which is seeded by the event generator information for the tracks; (3) bottom
curve, where the time spent in event generation is halved, either by software improvements or by

re-using some of the events. The solid line shows the amount of resources expected to be available if a
flat funding scenario is assumed, which implies an increase of 20% per year, based on the current

technology trends. [91]

simulation components remain modular. The calorimeter response can be factorised into showers
from individual incident particles (such as multiple photons, electrons, pions). The calorimeter
is fundamentally linear, so simulating the raw energy recorded from the shower of two incident
particles is the same as simulating the raw energy recorded from the showering of each of
them individually and then adding up the total energy deposited in each cell. This allows to
parameterise individual particle showers and simply compose them to simulate full events.

5.1.1 FastCaloSimV2

The FastCaloSimV2 parameterisation is based on a set of Geant4 simulated single particle
showers. The (longitudinal) parameterisation is performed in ÷ bins of size 0.05 a succession
of Principle Component Analysis (PCA) rotations (detailed below) for a fixed energy point
(fixed particle true energy) and then an interpolation mechanism is used for particles with
intermediate energies. For this reason, up to 10000 particles are generated on the calorimeter
surface and the showering is simulated with Geant4. The lateral parameterisation is based
on storing two-dimensional probability density histograms (also described below). This entire
process is repeated for each energy point (17 in total), each particle type (3 in total) and each
bin in ÷ (100 bins ranging from -5 to 5), totalling 5100 sets of parameterisations without taking
into account z-vertex spread and additional interpolation and correct models.

Geant4 simulates hits with x, y, z coordinates which are cast into cells. FastCaloSimV2 can
therefore take advantage of this granular information to fit its parameterisation.
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than EM showers

- Geant4 is slow, but most accurate. It is the ultimate reference for simulation

- ATLAS relies on fast simulation, even more in the future: The resources do not scale with our MC needs!

- Now ~50% of all MC events in ATLAS are fast simulated. But gains in speed come at the cost of accuracy.
  Ultimate goal is that fast simulation becomes so good, that it can be used for (almost) any process.

Simulation!arXiv:1005.4568
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Simulate showers 100-1000x faster than Geant4 

Less memory intensive than current fast simulation methods  

Less human time intensive, higher accuracy than current fast 
simulation methods
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Parametrization based approach following FastCaloSimV1
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Training Dataset

6

Training dataset generated for FastCaloSim style parameterisation: 
 • Single photon samples from Geant4 

 • 88000 events 
 • 9 discrete energy points : {1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 65, 131, 262} GeV  
 • 0.20 < |η| < 0.25 
 • 4 electromagnetic calorimeter layers (2D images each) 
 • Images cropped to nearest ~270 cells  
Data preprocessing 
 • Negative energies set to 0 
  • Mirror η < 0 
 

Not an ideal training dataset for DNN training, 
NN will need to interpolate between log-spaced energies
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Two Generative Models Studied

Variational AutoEncoder (VAE): 
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• Once trained, inject Gaussian random numbers into 

decoder to get new images
Enforce latent space to be gaussian 
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Figure 2: Unrolling the discriminator stabilizes GAN training on a toy 2D mixture of Gaussians
dataset. Columns show a heatmap of the generator distribution after increasing numbers of training
steps. The final column shows the data distribution. The top row shows training for a GAN with
10 unrolling steps. Its generator quickly spreads out and converges to the target distribution. The
bottom row shows standard GAN training. The generator rotates through the modes of the data
distribution. It never converges to a fixed distribution, and only ever assigns significant probability
mass to a single data mode at once.

Figure 3: Unrolled GAN training increases stability for an RNN generator and convolutional dis-
criminator trained on MNIST. The top row was run with 20 unrolling steps. The bottom row is a
standard GAN, with 0 unrolling steps. Images are samples from the generator after the indicated
number of training steps.

generator, but without backpropagating through the generator. In both cases we find that the unrolled
objective performs better.

3.2 PATHOLOGICAL MODEL WITH MISMATCHED GENERATOR AND DISCRIMINATOR

To evaluate the ability of this approach to improve trainability, we look to a traditionally challenging
family of models to train – recurrent neural networks (RNNs). In this experiment we try to generate
MNIST samples using an LSTM (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997). MNIST digits are 28x28 pixel
images. At each timestep of the generator LSTM, it outputs one column of this image, so that
after 28 timesteps it has output the entire sample. We use a convolutional neural network as the
discriminator. See Appendix C for the full model and training details. Unlike in all previously
successful GAN models, there is no symmetry between the generator and the discriminator in this
task, resulting in a more complex power balance. Results can be seen in Figure 3. Once again,
without unrolling the model quickly collapses, and rotates through a sequence of single modes.
Instead of rotating spatially, it cycles through proto-digit like blobs. When running with unrolling
steps the generator disperses and appears to cover the whole data distribution, as in the 2D example.

6

8

Stabilising GANs
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GANs suffer: Mode collapse, no guarantee of convergence, vanishing gradients …
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Several proposals over the years of how to fix it:
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Stabilising GANs

GANs suffer: Mode collapse, no guarantee of convergence, vanishing gradients …
Several proposals over the years of how to fix it:
• MiniBatch discrimination (add information about bunches of events)
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(a) ALI [5] (64x64)

(b) Conditional PixelCNN [13] (32x32)

(c) Our results (128x128 with 128 filters)

(d) Mirror interpolations (our results 128x128 with 128 filters)

Figure 4: Interpolations of real images in latent space

see from this plot that the model converges quickly, just as was originally reported for EBGANs.
This seems to confirm the fast convergence property comes from pixel-wise losses.

4.5 Equilibrium for unbalanced networks

To test the robustness of the equilibrium balancing technique, we performed an experiment advan-
taging the discriminator over the generator, and vice versa. Figure 6 displays the results.

By maintaining the equilibrium the model remained stable and converged to meaningful results. The
image quality suffered as expected with low dimensionality of h due to the reduced capacity of the
discriminator. Surprisingly, reducing the dimensionality of z had relatively little effect on image
diversity or quality.

Figure 5: Quality of the results w.r.t. the measure of convergence (128x128 with 128 filters)
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of training iterations of the discriminator for every iteration of the generator). There is1268

still no guarantee of convergence.1269

• Modal Collapse: The generator produces only a few modes of a multi-modal target distri-1270

bution at any given point in the training process, illustrated with an example in Figure 4.6.1271

• Vanishing Gradients: When the discriminator is fully trained it may have a loss of zero,1272

particularly at the very beginning of the training algorithm when the support of the real1273

and fake distributions are disjoint, illustrated in Figure4.5. The generator cannot learn1274

because the discriminator does not provide useful gradients.1275

The instability of the algorithm leads to problems with reproducing even similar performances1276

for exactly the same architecture. Randomness comes from the train-test split of the dataset,1277

the random noise taken by the generator, the random initialisations of the network weights and1278

the randomness coming from parallelisation of the training on multiple GPUs.1279

Authors of the Wasserstein GAN (WGAN) [67] proposed to replace the discriminator with a1280

‘critic’ network which estimates the Wasserstein-1 or the Earth-Mover (EM) distance2, between1281

the real and generated distributions. Such a loss function would not su�er from vanishing1282

gradients, and it would also take into account all modes of the target distribution. They show1283

that it can be implemented by enforcing the estimating function (here the critic network) to1284

be within a k-Lipschitz space3 (where k is some arbitrary natural number). In practice this1285

is enforced by clipping the weights of the critic network to within [≠c, c], where c is a tunable1286

hyper-parameter. These GANs are more stable to train. The authors suggest interpreting1287

the critic loss as the Wasserstein-1 distance between the real and generator distributions. The1288

authors of the Gradient Penalty based Wasserstein GAN (WGAN-GP) [68] further improved1289

upon this idea by softly enforcing a 1-Lipschitz constrain on the critic. They replaced the weight1290

clipping with a gradient penalty term in the loss of the critic. The WGAN-GP solved certain1291

pathological problems of the WGAN such as estimating higher order moments, as demonstrated1292

in Figure 4.7.1293

The loss function for the critic reads,1294

LCritic = Ex̃≥pgen [D(x̃)] ≠ Ex≥preal [D(x)]
¸ ˚˙ ˝

Wasserstein Distance

+ ⁄Ex̂≥px̂

Ë
(||Òx̂D(x̂)||2 ≠ 1)2

È

¸ ˚˙ ˝
Gradient Penalty

. (4.6)

Here preal is the target probability distribution, and pgen is the probability distribution of outputs1295

of the generator network (which takes random numbers drawn from some distribution as the1296

input latent space) and D(x) is the output of the critic network for a given input x. The term1297

Ex̃≥pgen [D(x̃)] represents the critic’s ability to correctly identify synthesised showers, while the1298

term Ex≥preal [D(x)] represents the critic’s ability to correctly identify showers from target distri-1299

bution. Together they estimate the Wasserstein-1 distance between the real distribution and the1300

distribution from the generator. The last term in the loss function, ⁄Ex̂≥px̂
[(||Òx̂D(x̂)||2 ≠ 1)2],1301

is the two-sided gradient penalty (which leads to the “GP” in WGAN-GP), where x̂ is a random1302

point along the straight line connecting a point from the real distribution preal and generator1303

distribution pgen, and ⁄ is a hyper-parameter that indicates the relative importance of the final1304

2

W (Pr,Pg) = inf
“œ�(Pr,Pg)

E(x,y)≥“

#
Îx ≠ yÎ

$
, (4.5)

where �(Pr,Pg) denotes the set of all joint distributions “(x, y) whose marginals are Pr and Pg respectively.

“(x, y) indicates how much “earth” must be transported from x to y in the ‘soil distribution‘ Pr into order to

transform it into the distribution Pg, and the EM distance is minimum total earth one would have to move, a

famous solution to an optimal transport problem.

3
Lipschitz constrain intuitively is an upper limit to the norm of the gradient of the function.
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Authors of the Wasserstein GAN (WGAN) [67] proposed to replace the discriminator with a1280

‘critic’ network which estimates the Wasserstein-1 or the Earth-Mover (EM) distance2, between1281

the real and generated distributions. Such a loss function would not su�er from vanishing1282

gradients, and it would also take into account all modes of the target distribution. They show1283

that it can be implemented by enforcing the estimating function (here the critic network) to1284

be within a k-Lipschitz space3 (where k is some arbitrary natural number). In practice this1285

is enforced by clipping the weights of the critic network to within [≠c, c], where c is a tunable1286

hyper-parameter. These GANs are more stable to train. The authors suggest interpreting1287

the critic loss as the Wasserstein-1 distance between the real and generator distributions. The1288

authors of the Gradient Penalty based Wasserstein GAN (WGAN-GP) [68] further improved1289

upon this idea by softly enforcing a 1-Lipschitz constrain on the critic. They replaced the weight1290

clipping with a gradient penalty term in the loss of the critic. The WGAN-GP solved certain1291

pathological problems of the WGAN such as estimating higher order moments, as demonstrated1292

in Figure 4.7.1293

The loss function for the critic reads,1294

LCritic = Ex̃≥pgen [D(x̃)] ≠ Ex≥preal [D(x)]
¸ ˚˙ ˝

Wasserstein Distance

+ ⁄Ex̂≥px̂

Ë
(||Òx̂D(x̂)||2 ≠ 1)2

È

¸ ˚˙ ˝
Gradient Penalty

. (4.6)

Here preal is the target probability distribution, and pgen is the probability distribution of outputs1295

of the generator network (which takes random numbers drawn from some distribution as the1296

input latent space) and D(x) is the output of the critic network for a given input x. The term1297

Ex̃≥pgen [D(x̃)] represents the critic’s ability to correctly identify synthesised showers, while the1298

term Ex≥preal [D(x)] represents the critic’s ability to correctly identify showers from target distri-1299

bution. Together they estimate the Wasserstein-1 distance between the real distribution and the1300

distribution from the generator. The last term in the loss function, ⁄Ex̂≥px̂
[(||Òx̂D(x̂)||2 ≠ 1)2],1301

is the two-sided gradient penalty (which leads to the “GP” in WGAN-GP), where x̂ is a random1302

point along the straight line connecting a point from the real distribution preal and generator1303

distribution pgen, and ⁄ is a hyper-parameter that indicates the relative importance of the final1304

2

W (Pr,Pg) = inf
“œ�(Pr,Pg)

E(x,y)≥“

#
Îx ≠ yÎ

$
, (4.5)

where �(Pr,Pg) denotes the set of all joint distributions “(x, y) whose marginals are Pr and Pg respectively.

“(x, y) indicates how much “earth” must be transported from x to y in the ‘soil distribution‘ Pr into order to

transform it into the distribution Pg, and the EM distance is minimum total earth one would have to move, a

famous solution to an optimal transport problem.

3
Lipschitz constrain intuitively is an upper limit to the norm of the gradient of the function.
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of training iterations of the discriminator for every iteration of the generator). There is1268

still no guarantee of convergence.1269

• Modal Collapse: The generator produces only a few modes of a multi-modal target distri-1270

bution at any given point in the training process, illustrated with an example in Figure 4.6.1271

• Vanishing Gradients: When the discriminator is fully trained it may have a loss of zero,1272

particularly at the very beginning of the training algorithm when the support of the real1273

and fake distributions are disjoint, illustrated in Figure4.5. The generator cannot learn1274

because the discriminator does not provide useful gradients.1275

The instability of the algorithm leads to problems with reproducing even similar performances1276

for exactly the same architecture. Randomness comes from the train-test split of the dataset,1277

the random noise taken by the generator, the random initialisations of the network weights and1278

the randomness coming from parallelisation of the training on multiple GPUs.1279

Authors of the Wasserstein GAN (WGAN) [67] proposed to replace the discriminator with a1280

‘critic’ network which estimates the Wasserstein-1 or the Earth-Mover (EM) distance2, between1281

the real and generated distributions. Such a loss function would not su�er from vanishing1282

gradients, and it would also take into account all modes of the target distribution. They show1283

that it can be implemented by enforcing the estimating function (here the critic network) to1284

be within a k-Lipschitz space3 (where k is some arbitrary natural number). In practice this1285

is enforced by clipping the weights of the critic network to within [≠c, c], where c is a tunable1286

hyper-parameter. These GANs are more stable to train. The authors suggest interpreting1287

the critic loss as the Wasserstein-1 distance between the real and generator distributions. The1288

authors of the Gradient Penalty based Wasserstein GAN (WGAN-GP) [68] further improved1289

upon this idea by softly enforcing a 1-Lipschitz constrain on the critic. They replaced the weight1290

clipping with a gradient penalty term in the loss of the critic. The WGAN-GP solved certain1291

pathological problems of the WGAN such as estimating higher order moments, as demonstrated1292

in Figure 4.7.1293

The loss function for the critic reads,1294

LCritic = Ex̃≥pgen [D(x̃)] ≠ Ex≥preal [D(x)]
¸ ˚˙ ˝

Wasserstein Distance

+ ⁄Ex̂≥px̂

Ë
(||Òx̂D(x̂)||2 ≠ 1)2

È

¸ ˚˙ ˝
Gradient Penalty

. (4.6)

Here preal is the target probability distribution, and pgen is the probability distribution of outputs1295

of the generator network (which takes random numbers drawn from some distribution as the1296

input latent space) and D(x) is the output of the critic network for a given input x. The term1297

Ex̃≥pgen [D(x̃)] represents the critic’s ability to correctly identify synthesised showers, while the1298

term Ex≥preal [D(x)] represents the critic’s ability to correctly identify showers from target distri-1299

bution. Together they estimate the Wasserstein-1 distance between the real distribution and the1300

distribution from the generator. The last term in the loss function, ⁄Ex̂≥px̂
[(||Òx̂D(x̂)||2 ≠ 1)2],1301

is the two-sided gradient penalty (which leads to the “GP” in WGAN-GP), where x̂ is a random1302

point along the straight line connecting a point from the real distribution preal and generator1303

distribution pgen, and ⁄ is a hyper-parameter that indicates the relative importance of the final1304

2

W (Pr,Pg) = inf
“œ�(Pr,Pg)

E(x,y)≥“

#
Îx ≠ yÎ

$
, (4.5)

where �(Pr,Pg) denotes the set of all joint distributions “(x, y) whose marginals are Pr and Pg respectively.

“(x, y) indicates how much “earth” must be transported from x to y in the ‘soil distribution‘ Pr into order to

transform it into the distribution Pg, and the EM distance is minimum total earth one would have to move, a

famous solution to an optimal transport problem.

3
Lipschitz constrain intuitively is an upper limit to the norm of the gradient of the function.
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of training iterations of the discriminator for every iteration of the generator). There is1268

still no guarantee of convergence.1269

• Modal Collapse: The generator produces only a few modes of a multi-modal target distri-1270

bution at any given point in the training process, illustrated with an example in Figure 4.6.1271

• Vanishing Gradients: When the discriminator is fully trained it may have a loss of zero,1272

particularly at the very beginning of the training algorithm when the support of the real1273

and fake distributions are disjoint, illustrated in Figure4.5. The generator cannot learn1274

because the discriminator does not provide useful gradients.1275

The instability of the algorithm leads to problems with reproducing even similar performances1276

for exactly the same architecture. Randomness comes from the train-test split of the dataset,1277

the random noise taken by the generator, the random initialisations of the network weights and1278

the randomness coming from parallelisation of the training on multiple GPUs.1279

Authors of the Wasserstein GAN (WGAN) [67] proposed to replace the discriminator with a1280

‘critic’ network which estimates the Wasserstein-1 or the Earth-Mover (EM) distance2, between1281

the real and generated distributions. Such a loss function would not su�er from vanishing1282

gradients, and it would also take into account all modes of the target distribution. They show1283

that it can be implemented by enforcing the estimating function (here the critic network) to1284

be within a k-Lipschitz space3 (where k is some arbitrary natural number). In practice this1285

is enforced by clipping the weights of the critic network to within [≠c, c], where c is a tunable1286

hyper-parameter. These GANs are more stable to train. The authors suggest interpreting1287

the critic loss as the Wasserstein-1 distance between the real and generator distributions. The1288

authors of the Gradient Penalty based Wasserstein GAN (WGAN-GP) [68] further improved1289

upon this idea by softly enforcing a 1-Lipschitz constrain on the critic. They replaced the weight1290

clipping with a gradient penalty term in the loss of the critic. The WGAN-GP solved certain1291

pathological problems of the WGAN such as estimating higher order moments, as demonstrated1292

in Figure 4.7.1293

The loss function for the critic reads,1294

LCritic = Ex̃≥pgen [D(x̃)] ≠ Ex≥preal [D(x)]
¸ ˚˙ ˝

Wasserstein Distance

+ ⁄Ex̂≥px̂

Ë
(||Òx̂D(x̂)||2 ≠ 1)2

È

¸ ˚˙ ˝
Gradient Penalty

. (4.6)

Here preal is the target probability distribution, and pgen is the probability distribution of outputs1295

of the generator network (which takes random numbers drawn from some distribution as the1296

input latent space) and D(x) is the output of the critic network for a given input x. The term1297

Ex̃≥pgen [D(x̃)] represents the critic’s ability to correctly identify synthesised showers, while the1298

term Ex≥preal [D(x)] represents the critic’s ability to correctly identify showers from target distri-1299

bution. Together they estimate the Wasserstein-1 distance between the real distribution and the1300

distribution from the generator. The last term in the loss function, ⁄Ex̂≥px̂
[(||Òx̂D(x̂)||2 ≠ 1)2],1301

is the two-sided gradient penalty (which leads to the “GP” in WGAN-GP), where x̂ is a random1302

point along the straight line connecting a point from the real distribution preal and generator1303

distribution pgen, and ⁄ is a hyper-parameter that indicates the relative importance of the final1304

2

W (Pr,Pg) = inf
“œ�(Pr,Pg)

E(x,y)≥“

#
Îx ≠ yÎ

$
, (4.5)

where �(Pr,Pg) denotes the set of all joint distributions “(x, y) whose marginals are Pr and Pg respectively.

“(x, y) indicates how much “earth” must be transported from x to y in the ‘soil distribution‘ Pr into order to

transform it into the distribution Pg, and the EM distance is minimum total earth one would have to move, a

famous solution to an optimal transport problem.

3
Lipschitz constrain intuitively is an upper limit to the norm of the gradient of the function.
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of training iterations of the discriminator for every iteration of the generator). There is1268

still no guarantee of convergence.1269

• Modal Collapse: The generator produces only a few modes of a multi-modal target distri-1270

bution at any given point in the training process, illustrated with an example in Figure 4.6.1271

• Vanishing Gradients: When the discriminator is fully trained it may have a loss of zero,1272

particularly at the very beginning of the training algorithm when the support of the real1273

and fake distributions are disjoint, illustrated in Figure4.5. The generator cannot learn1274

because the discriminator does not provide useful gradients.1275

The instability of the algorithm leads to problems with reproducing even similar performances1276

for exactly the same architecture. Randomness comes from the train-test split of the dataset,1277

the random noise taken by the generator, the random initialisations of the network weights and1278

the randomness coming from parallelisation of the training on multiple GPUs.1279

Authors of the Wasserstein GAN (WGAN) [67] proposed to replace the discriminator with a1280

‘critic’ network which estimates the Wasserstein-1 or the Earth-Mover (EM) distance2, between1281

the real and generated distributions. Such a loss function would not su�er from vanishing1282

gradients, and it would also take into account all modes of the target distribution. They show1283

that it can be implemented by enforcing the estimating function (here the critic network) to1284

be within a k-Lipschitz space3 (where k is some arbitrary natural number). In practice this1285

is enforced by clipping the weights of the critic network to within [≠c, c], where c is a tunable1286

hyper-parameter. These GANs are more stable to train. The authors suggest interpreting1287

the critic loss as the Wasserstein-1 distance between the real and generator distributions. The1288

authors of the Gradient Penalty based Wasserstein GAN (WGAN-GP) [68] further improved1289

upon this idea by softly enforcing a 1-Lipschitz constrain on the critic. They replaced the weight1290

clipping with a gradient penalty term in the loss of the critic. The WGAN-GP solved certain1291

pathological problems of the WGAN such as estimating higher order moments, as demonstrated1292

in Figure 4.7.1293

The loss function for the critic reads,1294

LCritic = Ex̃≥pgen [D(x̃)] ≠ Ex≥preal [D(x)]
¸ ˚˙ ˝

Wasserstein Distance

+ ⁄Ex̂≥px̂

Ë
(||Òx̂D(x̂)||2 ≠ 1)2

È

¸ ˚˙ ˝
Gradient Penalty

. (4.6)

Here preal is the target probability distribution, and pgen is the probability distribution of outputs1295

of the generator network (which takes random numbers drawn from some distribution as the1296

input latent space) and D(x) is the output of the critic network for a given input x. The term1297

Ex̃≥pgen [D(x̃)] represents the critic’s ability to correctly identify synthesised showers, while the1298

term Ex≥preal [D(x)] represents the critic’s ability to correctly identify showers from target distri-1299

bution. Together they estimate the Wasserstein-1 distance between the real distribution and the1300

distribution from the generator. The last term in the loss function, ⁄Ex̂≥px̂
[(||Òx̂D(x̂)||2 ≠ 1)2],1301

is the two-sided gradient penalty (which leads to the “GP” in WGAN-GP), where x̂ is a random1302

point along the straight line connecting a point from the real distribution preal and generator1303

distribution pgen, and ⁄ is a hyper-parameter that indicates the relative importance of the final1304

2

W (Pr,Pg) = inf
“œ�(Pr,Pg)

E(x,y)≥“

#
Îx ≠ yÎ

$
, (4.5)

where �(Pr,Pg) denotes the set of all joint distributions “(x, y) whose marginals are Pr and Pg respectively.

“(x, y) indicates how much “earth” must be transported from x to y in the ‘soil distribution‘ Pr into order to

transform it into the distribution Pg, and the EM distance is minimum total earth one would have to move, a

famous solution to an optimal transport problem.

3
Lipschitz constrain intuitively is an upper limit to the norm of the gradient of the function.
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of training iterations of the discriminator for every iteration of the generator). There is1268

still no guarantee of convergence.1269

• Modal Collapse: The generator produces only a few modes of a multi-modal target distri-1270

bution at any given point in the training process, illustrated with an example in Figure 4.6.1271

• Vanishing Gradients: When the discriminator is fully trained it may have a loss of zero,1272

particularly at the very beginning of the training algorithm when the support of the real1273

and fake distributions are disjoint, illustrated in Figure4.5. The generator cannot learn1274

because the discriminator does not provide useful gradients.1275

The instability of the algorithm leads to problems with reproducing even similar performances1276

for exactly the same architecture. Randomness comes from the train-test split of the dataset,1277

the random noise taken by the generator, the random initialisations of the network weights and1278

the randomness coming from parallelisation of the training on multiple GPUs.1279

Authors of the Wasserstein GAN (WGAN) [67] proposed to replace the discriminator with a1280

‘critic’ network which estimates the Wasserstein-1 or the Earth-Mover (EM) distance2, between1281

the real and generated distributions. Such a loss function would not su�er from vanishing1282

gradients, and it would also take into account all modes of the target distribution. They show1283

that it can be implemented by enforcing the estimating function (here the critic network) to1284

be within a k-Lipschitz space3 (where k is some arbitrary natural number). In practice this1285

is enforced by clipping the weights of the critic network to within [≠c, c], where c is a tunable1286

hyper-parameter. These GANs are more stable to train. The authors suggest interpreting1287

the critic loss as the Wasserstein-1 distance between the real and generator distributions. The1288

authors of the Gradient Penalty based Wasserstein GAN (WGAN-GP) [68] further improved1289

upon this idea by softly enforcing a 1-Lipschitz constrain on the critic. They replaced the weight1290

clipping with a gradient penalty term in the loss of the critic. The WGAN-GP solved certain1291

pathological problems of the WGAN such as estimating higher order moments, as demonstrated1292

in Figure 4.7.1293

The loss function for the critic reads,1294

LCritic = Ex̃≥pgen [D(x̃)] ≠ Ex≥preal [D(x)]
¸ ˚˙ ˝

Wasserstein Distance

+ ⁄Ex̂≥px̂

Ë
(||Òx̂D(x̂)||2 ≠ 1)2

È

¸ ˚˙ ˝
Gradient Penalty

. (4.6)

Here preal is the target probability distribution, and pgen is the probability distribution of outputs1295

of the generator network (which takes random numbers drawn from some distribution as the1296

input latent space) and D(x) is the output of the critic network for a given input x. The term1297

Ex̃≥pgen [D(x̃)] represents the critic’s ability to correctly identify synthesised showers, while the1298

term Ex≥preal [D(x)] represents the critic’s ability to correctly identify showers from target distri-1299

bution. Together they estimate the Wasserstein-1 distance between the real distribution and the1300

distribution from the generator. The last term in the loss function, ⁄Ex̂≥px̂
[(||Òx̂D(x̂)||2 ≠ 1)2],1301

is the two-sided gradient penalty (which leads to the “GP” in WGAN-GP), where x̂ is a random1302

point along the straight line connecting a point from the real distribution preal and generator1303

distribution pgen, and ⁄ is a hyper-parameter that indicates the relative importance of the final1304

2

W (Pr,Pg) = inf
“œ�(Pr,Pg)

E(x,y)≥“

#
Îx ≠ yÎ

$
, (4.5)

where �(Pr,Pg) denotes the set of all joint distributions “(x, y) whose marginals are Pr and Pg respectively.

“(x, y) indicates how much “earth” must be transported from x to y in the ‘soil distribution‘ Pr into order to

transform it into the distribution Pg, and the EM distance is minimum total earth one would have to move, a

famous solution to an optimal transport problem.

3
Lipschitz constrain intuitively is an upper limit to the norm of the gradient of the function.
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of training iterations of the discriminator for every iteration of the generator). There is1268

still no guarantee of convergence.1269

• Modal Collapse: The generator produces only a few modes of a multi-modal target distri-1270

bution at any given point in the training process, illustrated with an example in Figure 4.6.1271

• Vanishing Gradients: When the discriminator is fully trained it may have a loss of zero,1272

particularly at the very beginning of the training algorithm when the support of the real1273

and fake distributions are disjoint, illustrated in Figure4.5. The generator cannot learn1274

because the discriminator does not provide useful gradients.1275

The instability of the algorithm leads to problems with reproducing even similar performances1276

for exactly the same architecture. Randomness comes from the train-test split of the dataset,1277

the random noise taken by the generator, the random initialisations of the network weights and1278

the randomness coming from parallelisation of the training on multiple GPUs.1279

Authors of the Wasserstein GAN (WGAN) [67] proposed to replace the discriminator with a1280

‘critic’ network which estimates the Wasserstein-1 or the Earth-Mover (EM) distance2, between1281

the real and generated distributions. Such a loss function would not su�er from vanishing1282

gradients, and it would also take into account all modes of the target distribution. They show1283

that it can be implemented by enforcing the estimating function (here the critic network) to1284

be within a k-Lipschitz space3 (where k is some arbitrary natural number). In practice this1285

is enforced by clipping the weights of the critic network to within [≠c, c], where c is a tunable1286

hyper-parameter. These GANs are more stable to train. The authors suggest interpreting1287

the critic loss as the Wasserstein-1 distance between the real and generator distributions. The1288

authors of the Gradient Penalty based Wasserstein GAN (WGAN-GP) [68] further improved1289

upon this idea by softly enforcing a 1-Lipschitz constrain on the critic. They replaced the weight1290

clipping with a gradient penalty term in the loss of the critic. The WGAN-GP solved certain1291

pathological problems of the WGAN such as estimating higher order moments, as demonstrated1292

in Figure 4.7.1293

The loss function for the critic reads,1294

LCritic = Ex̃≥pgen [D(x̃)] ≠ Ex≥preal [D(x)]
¸ ˚˙ ˝

Wasserstein Distance

+ ⁄Ex̂≥px̂

Ë
(||Òx̂D(x̂)||2 ≠ 1)2

È

¸ ˚˙ ˝
Gradient Penalty

. (4.6)

Here preal is the target probability distribution, and pgen is the probability distribution of outputs1295

of the generator network (which takes random numbers drawn from some distribution as the1296

input latent space) and D(x) is the output of the critic network for a given input x. The term1297

Ex̃≥pgen [D(x̃)] represents the critic’s ability to correctly identify synthesised showers, while the1298

term Ex≥preal [D(x)] represents the critic’s ability to correctly identify showers from target distri-1299

bution. Together they estimate the Wasserstein-1 distance between the real distribution and the1300

distribution from the generator. The last term in the loss function, ⁄Ex̂≥px̂
[(||Òx̂D(x̂)||2 ≠ 1)2],1301

is the two-sided gradient penalty (which leads to the “GP” in WGAN-GP), where x̂ is a random1302

point along the straight line connecting a point from the real distribution preal and generator1303

distribution pgen, and ⁄ is a hyper-parameter that indicates the relative importance of the final1304

2

W (Pr,Pg) = inf
“œ�(Pr,Pg)

E(x,y)≥“

#
Îx ≠ yÎ

$
, (4.5)

where �(Pr,Pg) denotes the set of all joint distributions “(x, y) whose marginals are Pr and Pg respectively.

“(x, y) indicates how much “earth” must be transported from x to y in the ‘soil distribution‘ Pr into order to

transform it into the distribution Pg, and the EM distance is minimum total earth one would have to move, a

famous solution to an optimal transport problem.

3
Lipschitz constrain intuitively is an upper limit to the norm of the gradient of the function.
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2. Conditional Wasserstein GANs for fast 
simulation of electromagnetic showers in a 
CMS HGCAL prototype 
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Generated electron showers look reasonable

!10Thorben Quast - 06.04.18
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WGAN-GP

Wasserstein GANs: Discriminator replaced by critic which estimates the “Earth Mover’s Distance” between 
real and fake distributions
• Stable training, no vanishing gradients, no mode collapse
• More consistent results
• Slower to train than vanilla GAN
• Very popular among physicists

https://arxiv.org/abs/1704.00028

CHAPTER 4. MACHINE LEARNING

of training iterations of the discriminator for every iteration of the generator). There is1268

still no guarantee of convergence.1269

• Modal Collapse: The generator produces only a few modes of a multi-modal target distri-1270

bution at any given point in the training process, illustrated with an example in Figure 4.6.1271

• Vanishing Gradients: When the discriminator is fully trained it may have a loss of zero,1272

particularly at the very beginning of the training algorithm when the support of the real1273

and fake distributions are disjoint, illustrated in Figure4.5. The generator cannot learn1274

because the discriminator does not provide useful gradients.1275

The instability of the algorithm leads to problems with reproducing even similar performances1276

for exactly the same architecture. Randomness comes from the train-test split of the dataset,1277

the random noise taken by the generator, the random initialisations of the network weights and1278

the randomness coming from parallelisation of the training on multiple GPUs.1279

Authors of the Wasserstein GAN (WGAN) [67] proposed to replace the discriminator with a1280

‘critic’ network which estimates the Wasserstein-1 or the Earth-Mover (EM) distance2, between1281

the real and generated distributions. Such a loss function would not su�er from vanishing1282

gradients, and it would also take into account all modes of the target distribution. They show1283

that it can be implemented by enforcing the estimating function (here the critic network) to1284

be within a k-Lipschitz space3 (where k is some arbitrary natural number). In practice this1285

is enforced by clipping the weights of the critic network to within [≠c, c], where c is a tunable1286

hyper-parameter. These GANs are more stable to train. The authors suggest interpreting1287

the critic loss as the Wasserstein-1 distance between the real and generator distributions. The1288

authors of the Gradient Penalty based Wasserstein GAN (WGAN-GP) [68] further improved1289

upon this idea by softly enforcing a 1-Lipschitz constrain on the critic. They replaced the weight1290

clipping with a gradient penalty term in the loss of the critic. The WGAN-GP solved certain1291

pathological problems of the WGAN such as estimating higher order moments, as demonstrated1292

in Figure 4.7.1293

The loss function for the critic reads,1294

LCritic = Ex̃≥pgen [D(x̃)] ≠ Ex≥preal [D(x)]
¸ ˚˙ ˝

Wasserstein Distance

+ ⁄Ex̂≥px̂

Ë
(||Òx̂D(x̂)||2 ≠ 1)2

È

¸ ˚˙ ˝
Gradient Penalty

. (4.6)

Here preal is the target probability distribution, and pgen is the probability distribution of outputs1295

of the generator network (which takes random numbers drawn from some distribution as the1296

input latent space) and D(x) is the output of the critic network for a given input x. The term1297

Ex̃≥pgen [D(x̃)] represents the critic’s ability to correctly identify synthesised showers, while the1298

term Ex≥preal [D(x)] represents the critic’s ability to correctly identify showers from target distri-1299

bution. Together they estimate the Wasserstein-1 distance between the real distribution and the1300

distribution from the generator. The last term in the loss function, ⁄Ex̂≥px̂
[(||Òx̂D(x̂)||2 ≠ 1)2],1301

is the two-sided gradient penalty (which leads to the “GP” in WGAN-GP), where x̂ is a random1302

point along the straight line connecting a point from the real distribution preal and generator1303

distribution pgen, and ⁄ is a hyper-parameter that indicates the relative importance of the final1304

2

W (Pr,Pg) = inf
“œ�(Pr,Pg)

E(x,y)≥“

#
Îx ≠ yÎ

$
, (4.5)

where �(Pr,Pg) denotes the set of all joint distributions “(x, y) whose marginals are Pr and Pg respectively.

“(x, y) indicates how much “earth” must be transported from x to y in the ‘soil distribution‘ Pr into order to

transform it into the distribution Pg, and the EM distance is minimum total earth one would have to move, a

famous solution to an optimal transport problem.

3
Lipschitz constrain intuitively is an upper limit to the norm of the gradient of the function.

54

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1807.01954.pdf
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Event generation for the LHC can be supplemented by generative adversarial
networks, which generate physical events and avoid highly ine�cient event
unweighting. For top pair production we show how such a network describes
intermediate on-shell particles, phase space boundaries, and tails of distribu-
tions. In particular, we introduce the maximum mean discrepancy to resolve
sharp local features. It can be extended in a straightforward manner to include
for instance o↵-shell contributions, higher orders, or approximate detector ef-
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Generative Adversarial Networks for LHCb Fast Simulation

Fedor Ratnikov1,⇤

1National Research University Higher School of Economics, Moscow, Russia

Abstract. LHCb is one of the major experiments operating at the Large Hadron
Collider at CERN. The richness of the physics program and the increasing pre-
cision of the measurements in LHCb lead to the need of ever larger simulated
samples. This need will increase further when the upgraded LHCb detector will
start collecting data in the LHC Run 3. Given the computing resources pledged
for the production of Monte Carlo simulated events in the next years, the use of
fast simulation techniques will be mandatory to cope with the expected dataset
size. Generative models, which are nowadays widely used for computer vision
and image processing, are being investigated in LHCb to accelerate generation
of showers in the calorimeter and high-level responses of Cherenkov detector.
We demonstrate that this approach provides high-fidelity results and discuss
possible implications of these results. We also present an implementation of
this algorithm into LHCb simulation software and validation tests.

1 Introduction

Detailed simulation of the detector response on di↵erent types of physics events is a vi-
tal component of every experiment in high energy physics. Without such simulation it is
virtually impossible to infer a physics result from the experimental observations. Detailed
simulation however requires significant computing resources. Moreover, simulation is the
primary consumer of computing resources: about 80% of the total computing is used by HEP
experiment for simulation.

A significant increase in total event rate is expected due to upgrades to LHC machine
and detectors [1]. The simulation rate will need to be increased accordingly. However, we
can not expect a significant increase of computational power for computing hardware. Be-
cause computation constraints make it impossible to work harder, we have to work smarter
to accommodate the challenge of simulation.

Using surrogate generative models is one of the possible approaches to this challenge. It is
driven by the observation, that if the physics detectors has a granularity significantly coarser
than the level of the corresponding Geant4 simulation, the surrogate model can aggregate
micro-level simulation e↵ects into the required macro-level response.

2 Generative Model for Calorimeter Response Simulation

The simulation of particle showers in the electromagnetic calorimeter is the most computa-
tionally expensive component of the Monte Carlo event simulation for the LHCb detector.
⇤e-mail: fedor.ratnikov@cern.ch
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WGAN-GP

Wasserstein GANs: Discriminator replaced by critic which estimates the “Earth Mover’s Distance” between 
real and fake distributions
• Stable training, no vanishing gradients, no mode collapse
• More consistent results
• Slower to train than vanilla GAN
• Very popular among physicists

https://arxiv.org/abs/1704.00028

CHAPTER 4. MACHINE LEARNING

of training iterations of the discriminator for every iteration of the generator). There is1268

still no guarantee of convergence.1269

• Modal Collapse: The generator produces only a few modes of a multi-modal target distri-1270

bution at any given point in the training process, illustrated with an example in Figure 4.6.1271

• Vanishing Gradients: When the discriminator is fully trained it may have a loss of zero,1272

particularly at the very beginning of the training algorithm when the support of the real1273

and fake distributions are disjoint, illustrated in Figure4.5. The generator cannot learn1274

because the discriminator does not provide useful gradients.1275

The instability of the algorithm leads to problems with reproducing even similar performances1276

for exactly the same architecture. Randomness comes from the train-test split of the dataset,1277

the random noise taken by the generator, the random initialisations of the network weights and1278

the randomness coming from parallelisation of the training on multiple GPUs.1279

Authors of the Wasserstein GAN (WGAN) [67] proposed to replace the discriminator with a1280

‘critic’ network which estimates the Wasserstein-1 or the Earth-Mover (EM) distance2, between1281

the real and generated distributions. Such a loss function would not su�er from vanishing1282

gradients, and it would also take into account all modes of the target distribution. They show1283

that it can be implemented by enforcing the estimating function (here the critic network) to1284

be within a k-Lipschitz space3 (where k is some arbitrary natural number). In practice this1285

is enforced by clipping the weights of the critic network to within [≠c, c], where c is a tunable1286

hyper-parameter. These GANs are more stable to train. The authors suggest interpreting1287

the critic loss as the Wasserstein-1 distance between the real and generator distributions. The1288

authors of the Gradient Penalty based Wasserstein GAN (WGAN-GP) [68] further improved1289

upon this idea by softly enforcing a 1-Lipschitz constrain on the critic. They replaced the weight1290

clipping with a gradient penalty term in the loss of the critic. The WGAN-GP solved certain1291

pathological problems of the WGAN such as estimating higher order moments, as demonstrated1292

in Figure 4.7.1293

The loss function for the critic reads,1294

LCritic = Ex̃≥pgen [D(x̃)] ≠ Ex≥preal [D(x)]
¸ ˚˙ ˝

Wasserstein Distance

+ ⁄Ex̂≥px̂

Ë
(||Òx̂D(x̂)||2 ≠ 1)2

È

¸ ˚˙ ˝
Gradient Penalty

. (4.6)

Here preal is the target probability distribution, and pgen is the probability distribution of outputs1295

of the generator network (which takes random numbers drawn from some distribution as the1296

input latent space) and D(x) is the output of the critic network for a given input x. The term1297

Ex̃≥pgen [D(x̃)] represents the critic’s ability to correctly identify synthesised showers, while the1298

term Ex≥preal [D(x)] represents the critic’s ability to correctly identify showers from target distri-1299

bution. Together they estimate the Wasserstein-1 distance between the real distribution and the1300

distribution from the generator. The last term in the loss function, ⁄Ex̂≥px̂
[(||Òx̂D(x̂)||2 ≠ 1)2],1301

is the two-sided gradient penalty (which leads to the “GP” in WGAN-GP), where x̂ is a random1302

point along the straight line connecting a point from the real distribution preal and generator1303

distribution pgen, and ⁄ is a hyper-parameter that indicates the relative importance of the final1304

2

W (Pr,Pg) = inf
“œ�(Pr,Pg)

E(x,y)≥“

#
Îx ≠ yÎ

$
, (4.5)

where �(Pr,Pg) denotes the set of all joint distributions “(x, y) whose marginals are Pr and Pg respectively.

“(x, y) indicates how much “earth” must be transported from x to y in the ‘soil distribution‘ Pr into order to

transform it into the distribution Pg, and the EM distance is minimum total earth one would have to move, a

famous solution to an optimal transport problem.

3
Lipschitz constrain intuitively is an upper limit to the norm of the gradient of the function.
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..problem solved? Not quite

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1807.01954.pdf

WGAN Joint Talk

!2

2. Conditional Wasserstein GANs for fast 
simulation of electromagnetic showers in a 
CMS HGCAL prototype 

Thorben Quast, CERN/RWTH Aachen

Generated electron showers look reasonable

!10Thorben Quast - 06.04.18
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3. Refining Detector Simulation using 
Adversarial Networks 

Jonas Glombitza, RWTH Aachen

1. Generating high-level physics variables 
based on Monte Carlo simulated ttH events 
using Wasserstein GANs 

David Schmidt, RWTH Aachen

SciPost Physics Submission

How to GAN LHC Events

Anja Butter1, Tilman Plehn1, and Ramon Winterhalder1

1 Institut für Theoretische Physik, Universität Heidelberg, Germany
winterhalder@thphys.uni-heidelberg.de

November 7, 2019

Abstract

Event generation for the LHC can be supplemented by generative adversarial
networks, which generate physical events and avoid highly ine�cient event
unweighting. For top pair production we show how such a network describes
intermediate on-shell particles, phase space boundaries, and tails of distribu-
tions. In particular, we introduce the maximum mean discrepancy to resolve
sharp local features. It can be extended in a straightforward manner to include
for instance o↵-shell contributions, higher orders, or approximate detector ef-
fects.

Content

1 Introduction 2

2 Phase space generation 3
2.1 Standard Monte Carlos 3
2.2 Generative adversarial network 5
2.3 Loss functions for intermediate particles 6

3 Machine-learning top pairs 8

4 Outlook 14
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Generative Adversarial Networks for LHCb Fast Simulation

Fedor Ratnikov1,⇤

1National Research University Higher School of Economics, Moscow, Russia

Abstract. LHCb is one of the major experiments operating at the Large Hadron
Collider at CERN. The richness of the physics program and the increasing pre-
cision of the measurements in LHCb lead to the need of ever larger simulated
samples. This need will increase further when the upgraded LHCb detector will
start collecting data in the LHC Run 3. Given the computing resources pledged
for the production of Monte Carlo simulated events in the next years, the use of
fast simulation techniques will be mandatory to cope with the expected dataset
size. Generative models, which are nowadays widely used for computer vision
and image processing, are being investigated in LHCb to accelerate generation
of showers in the calorimeter and high-level responses of Cherenkov detector.
We demonstrate that this approach provides high-fidelity results and discuss
possible implications of these results. We also present an implementation of
this algorithm into LHCb simulation software and validation tests.

1 Introduction

Detailed simulation of the detector response on di↵erent types of physics events is a vi-
tal component of every experiment in high energy physics. Without such simulation it is
virtually impossible to infer a physics result from the experimental observations. Detailed
simulation however requires significant computing resources. Moreover, simulation is the
primary consumer of computing resources: about 80% of the total computing is used by HEP
experiment for simulation.

A significant increase in total event rate is expected due to upgrades to LHC machine
and detectors [1]. The simulation rate will need to be increased accordingly. However, we
can not expect a significant increase of computational power for computing hardware. Be-
cause computation constraints make it impossible to work harder, we have to work smarter
to accommodate the challenge of simulation.

Using surrogate generative models is one of the possible approaches to this challenge. It is
driven by the observation, that if the physics detectors has a granularity significantly coarser
than the level of the corresponding Geant4 simulation, the surrogate model can aggregate
micro-level simulation e↵ects into the required macro-level response.

2 Generative Model for Calorimeter Response Simulation

The simulation of particle showers in the electromagnetic calorimeter is the most computa-
tionally expensive component of the Monte Carlo event simulation for the LHCb detector.
⇤e-mail: fedor.ratnikov@cern.ch
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Stabilising GANs -  A trade-off

Stability doesn’t really come for free.
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Figure 9: Total energy response of the calorimeter to photons with an energy of approximately 65 GeV in the range
0.20 < |⌘ | < 0.25. The calorimeter response for the full detector simulation (black markers) is shown as reference
and compared to the ones of a VAE (solid red line) and a GAN (solid blue line). The shown error bars and the
hatched bands indicate the statistical uncertainty of the reference data and the synthesized samples, respectively.
The underflow and overflow is included in the first and last bin of each distribution, respectively.
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Figure 10: Energy response of the calorimeter as function of the true photon energy for particles in the range
0.20 < |⌘ | < 0.25. The calorimeter response for the full detector simulation (black markers) is shown as reference
and compared to the ones of a VAE (red markers) and a GAN (blue markers). The shown error bars indicate the
resolution of the simulated energy deposits.
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 Well known 
detector resolution:  
σE/E ~ 10% /√E

Bars are standard 
deviations and they 

don’t match

From  Ben Nachman’s talk, http://mentalfloss.com

In both pictures, total intensity of 
Einstein’s face is about the same.  

However, his face’s image 
mass is quite different!

Photos from: http://mentalfloss.com/article/49222/11-unserious-photos-albert-einstein

bright
side

dark 
side uniform moderate 

intensity

Intuition via analogy why normalization can hurt
In both pictures, total intensity of 
Einstein’s face is about the same.  

However, his face’s image 
mass is quite different!

Photos from: http://mentalfloss.com/article/49222/11-unserious-photos-albert-einstein

bright
side

dark 
side uniform moderate 

intensity

Intuition via analogy why normalization can hurt

Raw	pixel	intensities	not	important	for	computer	
vision,	very	important	for	calorimetry

https://indico.cern.ch/event/667334/attachments/1541698/2453890/Nachman_CERN.pdf
http://mentalfloss.com/article/49222/11-unserious-photos-albert-einstein
https://indico.cern.ch/event/667334/attachments/1541698/2453890/Nachman_CERN.pdf
http://mentalfloss.com/article/49222/11-unserious-photos-albert-einstein
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Add Physics Variables in Training
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Add Physics Variables in Training
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Help the discriminator see physics
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Add Physics Variables in Training

D

GX

Calculate Physics Variable

Help the discriminator see physics

Geant4 Data Generated Images

Exactly	zero	improvement 
Critic	can	learn	to	Σ,	but	gradient	penalty	prevents	using	it
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Solution: Different Gradient Penalty Weights for Image & Energy

2 Critics 

Deeper Generator needed 

Trainable Swish activation for Generator  

Swish(x)=x⋅sigmoid(βx)

Input features = 1 + Conditional

Input features = 266 + ConditionalGP = 10

GP = 1e-8

Solution suggested by Gilles Louppe

9 orders of magnitude difference!

CHAPTER 4. MACHINE LEARNING

of training iterations of the discriminator for every iteration of the generator). There is1268

still no guarantee of convergence.1269

• Modal Collapse: The generator produces only a few modes of a multi-modal target distri-1270

bution at any given point in the training process, illustrated with an example in Figure 4.6.1271

• Vanishing Gradients: When the discriminator is fully trained it may have a loss of zero,1272

particularly at the very beginning of the training algorithm when the support of the real1273

and fake distributions are disjoint, illustrated in Figure4.5. The generator cannot learn1274

because the discriminator does not provide useful gradients.1275

The instability of the algorithm leads to problems with reproducing even similar performances1276

for exactly the same architecture. Randomness comes from the train-test split of the dataset,1277

the random noise taken by the generator, the random initialisations of the network weights and1278

the randomness coming from parallelisation of the training on multiple GPUs.1279

Authors of the Wasserstein GAN (WGAN) [67] proposed to replace the discriminator with a1280

‘critic’ network which estimates the Wasserstein-1 or the Earth-Mover (EM) distance2, between1281

the real and generated distributions. Such a loss function would not su�er from vanishing1282

gradients, and it would also take into account all modes of the target distribution. They show1283

that it can be implemented by enforcing the estimating function (here the critic network) to1284

be within a k-Lipschitz space3 (where k is some arbitrary natural number). In practice this1285

is enforced by clipping the weights of the critic network to within [≠c, c], where c is a tunable1286

hyper-parameter. These GANs are more stable to train. The authors suggest interpreting1287

the critic loss as the Wasserstein-1 distance between the real and generator distributions. The1288

authors of the Gradient Penalty based Wasserstein GAN (WGAN-GP) [68] further improved1289

upon this idea by softly enforcing a 1-Lipschitz constrain on the critic. They replaced the weight1290

clipping with a gradient penalty term in the loss of the critic. The WGAN-GP solved certain1291

pathological problems of the WGAN such as estimating higher order moments, as demonstrated1292

in Figure 4.7.1293

The loss function for the critic reads,1294

LCritic = Ex̃≥pgen [D(x̃)] ≠ Ex≥preal [D(x)]
¸ ˚˙ ˝

Wasserstein Distance

+ ⁄Ex̂≥px̂

Ë
(||Òx̂D(x̂)||2 ≠ 1)2

È

¸ ˚˙ ˝
Gradient Penalty

. (4.6)

Here preal is the target probability distribution, and pgen is the probability distribution of outputs1295

of the generator network (which takes random numbers drawn from some distribution as the1296

input latent space) and D(x) is the output of the critic network for a given input x. The term1297

Ex̃≥pgen [D(x̃)] represents the critic’s ability to correctly identify synthesised showers, while the1298

term Ex≥preal [D(x)] represents the critic’s ability to correctly identify showers from target distri-1299

bution. Together they estimate the Wasserstein-1 distance between the real distribution and the1300

distribution from the generator. The last term in the loss function, ⁄Ex̂≥px̂
[(||Òx̂D(x̂)||2 ≠ 1)2],1301

is the two-sided gradient penalty (which leads to the “GP” in WGAN-GP), where x̂ is a random1302

point along the straight line connecting a point from the real distribution preal and generator1303

distribution pgen, and ⁄ is a hyper-parameter that indicates the relative importance of the final1304

2

W (Pr,Pg) = inf
“œ�(Pr,Pg)

E(x,y)≥“

#
Îx ≠ yÎ

$
, (4.5)

where �(Pr,Pg) denotes the set of all joint distributions “(x, y) whose marginals are Pr and Pg respectively.

“(x, y) indicates how much “earth” must be transported from x to y in the ‘soil distribution‘ Pr into order to

transform it into the distribution Pg, and the EM distance is minimum total earth one would have to move, a

famous solution to an optimal transport problem.

3
Lipschitz constrain intuitively is an upper limit to the norm of the gradient of the function.
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Figure 9: Total energy response of the calorimeter to photons with an energy of approximately 65 GeV in the range
0.20 < |⌘ | < 0.25. The calorimeter response for the full detector simulation (black markers) is shown as reference
and compared to the ones of a VAE (solid red line) and a GAN (solid blue line). The shown error bars and the
hatched bands indicate the statistical uncertainty of the reference data and the synthesized samples, respectively.
The underflow and overflow is included in the first and last bin of each distribution, respectively.

1.3
ATLAS SiPulatiRn 3reliPinary
γ, 0.20 < |η| < 0.25
χ2/ndf= 400 (9A()

Figure 10: Energy response of the calorimeter as function of the true photon energy for particles in the range
0.20 < |⌘ | < 0.25. The calorimeter response for the full detector simulation (black markers) is shown as reference
and compared to the ones of a VAE (red markers) and a GAN (blue markers). The shown error bars indicate the
resolution of the simulated energy deposits.
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Energy Resolution

5From summer PubNote 2018

‘Energy’ is just the sum of 
energies in each cell 

It should be easy to have it 
correct ? :  NO !  

Tried training on single high 
energy point, 
Minibatch discrimination, 
various other tricks. No result.  

Critic can’t see the difference 
in real and fake images.

Figure 9: Total energy response of the calorimeter to photons with an energy of approximately 65 GeV in the range
0.20 < |⌘ | < 0.25. The calorimeter response for the full detector simulation (black markers) is shown as reference
and compared to the ones of a VAE (solid red line) and a GAN (solid blue line). The shown error bars and the
hatched bands indicate the statistical uncertainty of the reference data and the synthesized samples, respectively.
The underflow and overflow is included in the first and last bin of each distribution, respectively.
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Figure 10: Energy response of the calorimeter as function of the true photon energy for particles in the range
0.20 < |⌘ | < 0.25. The calorimeter response for the full detector simulation (black markers) is shown as reference
and compared to the ones of a VAE (red markers) and a GAN (blue markers). The shown error bars indicate the
resolution of the simulated energy deposits.
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Figure 9: Total energy response of the calorimeter to photons with an energy of approximately 65 GeV in the range
0.20 < |⌘ | < 0.25. The calorimeter response for the full detector simulation (black markers) is shown as reference
and compared to the ones of a VAE (solid red line) and a GAN (solid blue line). The shown error bars and the
hatched bands indicate the statistical uncertainty of the reference data and the synthesized samples, respectively.
The underflow and overflow is included in the first and last bin of each distribution, respectively.
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resolution of the simulated energy deposits.
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Figure 9: Total energy response of the calorimeter to photons with an energy of approximately 65 GeV in the range
0.20 < |⌘ | < 0.25. The calorimeter response for the full detector simulation (black markers) is shown as reference
and compared to the ones of a VAE (solid red line) and a GAN (solid blue line). The shown error bars and the
hatched bands indicate the statistical uncertainty of the reference data and the synthesized samples, respectively.
The underflow and overflow is included in the first and last bin of each distribution, respectively.
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Figure 10: Energy response of the calorimeter as function of the true photon energy for particles in the range
0.20 < |⌘ | < 0.25. The calorimeter response for the full detector simulation (black markers) is shown as reference
and compared to the ones of a VAE (red markers) and a GAN (blue markers). The shown error bars indicate the
resolution of the simulated energy deposits.
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Improved Energy Resolution

13

Reference

But training now slightly less stable.  

Other WGAN for physics projects have encountered similar problems and proposed alternate solutions: 
Maximum Mean Discrepancy loss on mass, post-processing network for energy spectrum.. 

November 2018

Work from IJCLab team

Interestingly BigGAN authors suggest stability not really desired as long as we find 1 excellent trained model... But we stick to WGANs

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PLOTS/SIM-2019-004/
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PLOTS/SIM-2019-004/
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1907.03764.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.05334
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1907.03764.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.05334
https://arxiv.org/abs/1809.11096
https://arxiv.org/abs/1809.11096
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Figure 9: Total energy response of the calorimeter to photons with an energy of approximately 65 GeV in the range
0.20 < |⌘ | < 0.25. The calorimeter response for the full detector simulation (black markers) is shown as reference
and compared to the ones of a VAE (solid red line) and a GAN (solid blue line). The shown error bars and the
hatched bands indicate the statistical uncertainty of the reference data and the synthesized samples, respectively.
The underflow and overflow is included in the first and last bin of each distribution, respectively.
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Figure 10: Energy response of the calorimeter as function of the true photon energy for particles in the range
0.20 < |⌘ | < 0.25. The calorimeter response for the full detector simulation (black markers) is shown as reference
and compared to the ones of a VAE (red markers) and a GAN (blue markers). The shown error bars indicate the
resolution of the simulated energy deposits.
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What about the VAE?

14

Reference

Investigated AutoRegressive Flows for latent representation, training on 10x events, … many ideas 
Solution: Better representation of data, crop images w.r.t. particle position in each layer, normalise cells per layer and add 
energy as an input, weight reconstruction loss by variance in each cell  + usual KL loss on latent space

Hard-work paid off because new representation improved several plots considerably, now outperforming the GAN, 
particularly at high energies

Work from UniGe team

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PLOTS/SIM-2019-007/
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PLOTS/SIM-2019-007/
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Condition the GAN on geometry
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e1e0

p3p2p1p0

Relative ‘alignments’ of other 
layers to the middle layer varies 
due to different granularity. This 

affects the apparent energy 
distribution. 

Condition the GAN on this with 2-
hot vector.
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Condition the GAN also on 
particle ‘impact point’ 

in Middle Layer



 with InterpolationRϕ
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GAN: comparison in Athena with G4

26/09/2019 Michele Faucci Giannelli 8

Fractional energy deposit in the φ direction for the second EM barrel layer for a 16 GeV (left), 25 GeV
(centre) and 32 GeV photon reconstructed cluster in the range 0.20 < |η| < 0.25. GAN (red solid line) is
compared to Geant4 (black dashed line). A revised architecture of the GAN, as compared to the one in ATL-
SOFT-PUB-2018-001, is used to generate the response. The revised architecture includes an additional
discriminator focusing on the total energy of a shower.

G
AN

16 GeV 25 GeV 32 GeV

GAN never trained at 25 GeV!

3 × 3
3 × 7Rϕ

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PLOTS/SIM-2019-006/

in ( )η × ϕ
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GAN: comparison in Athena with G4

26/09/2019 Michele Faucci Giannelli 8

Fractional energy deposit in the φ direction for the second EM barrel layer for a 16 GeV (left), 25 GeV
(centre) and 32 GeV photon reconstructed cluster in the range 0.20 < |η| < 0.25. GAN (red solid line) is
compared to Geant4 (black dashed line). A revised architecture of the GAN, as compared to the one in ATL-
SOFT-PUB-2018-001, is used to generate the response. The revised architecture includes an additional
discriminator focusing on the total energy of a shower.
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Photons: Rphi

26/09/2019 Michele Faucci Giannelli 7

Fractional energy deposit in the φ direction for the second EM barrel layer for a 65 GeV photon reconstructed
cluster in the range 0.20 < |η| < 0.25. The 3x3 and 3x7 refers to the rectangle of cells considered around the
cluster centre. FCSV2 (red solid line) is compared to Geant4 (black dashed line). FCS V2 has an improved
treatment of the parameterisation of the later shower with respect to ATL-SOFT-PUB-2018-002. The new
version of FCS V2 improved the treatment of cross-talk between cells.
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Photons: Rphi

26/09/2019 Michele Faucci Giannelli 7

Fractional energy deposit in the φ direction for the second EM barrel layer for a 65 GeV photon reconstructed
cluster in the range 0.20 < |η| < 0.25. The 3x3 and 3x7 refers to the rectangle of cells considered around the
cluster centre. FCSV2 (red solid line) is compared to Geant4 (black dashed line). FCS V2 has an improved
treatment of the parameterisation of the later shower with respect to ATL-SOFT-PUB-2018-002. The new
version of FCS V2 improved the treatment of cross-talk between cells.
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65 GeV

16 GeV 25 GeV 32 GeV

GAN never trained at 25 GeV!

3 × 3
3 × 7Rϕ

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PLOTS/SIM-2019-006/

in ( )η × ϕ
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GAN: comparison in Athena with G4

26/09/2019 Michele Faucci Giannelli 8

Fractional energy deposit in the φ direction for the second EM barrel layer for a 16 GeV (left), 25 GeV
(centre) and 32 GeV photon reconstructed cluster in the range 0.20 < |η| < 0.25. GAN (red solid line) is
compared to Geant4 (black dashed line). A revised architecture of the GAN, as compared to the one in ATL-
SOFT-PUB-2018-001, is used to generate the response. The revised architecture includes an additional
discriminator focusing on the total energy of a shower.
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Photons: Rphi

26/09/2019 Michele Faucci Giannelli 7

Fractional energy deposit in the φ direction for the second EM barrel layer for a 65 GeV photon reconstructed
cluster in the range 0.20 < |η| < 0.25. The 3x3 and 3x7 refers to the rectangle of cells considered around the
cluster centre. FCSV2 (red solid line) is compared to Geant4 (black dashed line). FCS V2 has an improved
treatment of the parameterisation of the later shower with respect to ATL-SOFT-PUB-2018-002. The new
version of FCS V2 improved the treatment of cross-talk between cells.
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Photons: Rphi

26/09/2019 Michele Faucci Giannelli 7

Fractional energy deposit in the φ direction for the second EM barrel layer for a 65 GeV photon reconstructed
cluster in the range 0.20 < |η| < 0.25. The 3x3 and 3x7 refers to the rectangle of cells considered around the
cluster centre. FCSV2 (red solid line) is compared to Geant4 (black dashed line). FCS V2 has an improved
treatment of the parameterisation of the later shower with respect to ATL-SOFT-PUB-2018-002. The new
version of FCS V2 improved the treatment of cross-talk between cells.

FC
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65 GeV

16 GeV 25 GeV 32 GeV

GAN never trained at 25 GeV!

3 × 3
3 × 7Rϕ

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PLOTS/SIM-2019-006/

Also tested extrapolation, doesn’t work 
well, as expected 

in ( )η × ϕ
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Integration of DNN into ATLAS (C++) Software

Eigen based NN inference package for C++

GAN/VAE as fast as they need to be, tiny memory footprint

• Light Weight Trained Neural Network (LWTNN) package built for fast inference in C++ 
framework: 

• Added swish activation support to LWTNN 
• Updated also for ONNX Runtime: supports custom layers out-of-the-box 

Performance (No GPUs, No Batch Parallelism): 
• DNNCaloSim ~70ms ( vs ~10s for Geant4 for 65 GeV photons) 

• Network takes <1 ms per shower, rest is overhead (may be optimised if required) 
• DNNCaloSim memory footprint small

• 10 MB for DNN vs O(GB) for FastCaloSim parameterisation file 
• Peak Memory: A fraction (~1/3) of FastCaloSim O(GB), DNN itself takes a negligible 

memory, O(MB)

https://github.com/lwtnn/lwtnn
https://github.com/microsoft/onnxruntime
https://github.com/lwtnn/lwtnn
https://github.com/microsoft/onnxruntime
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Taking a step back: How to scale to all particles, full calorimeter?

Cells granularities to change further for full detector (Hadronic 
calorimeter, full  range), condition on all of these combinations?? 

Geant4 produces point-cloud data, take advantage of that! 

1. Create hand designed voxels which are usually smaller than a 
calo cell 
2. Dimensionality reduction: Use cylindrical coordinates around 
direction of particle

η

..even more 
combinations for full 

calorimeter…
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Taking a step back: How to scale to all particles, full calorimeter?

Cells granularities to change further for full detector (Hadronic 
calorimeter, full  range), condition on all of these combinations?? 

Geant4 produces point-cloud data, take advantage of that! 

1. Create hand designed voxels which are usually smaller than a 
calo cell 
2. Dimensionality reduction: Use cylindrical coordinates around 
direction of particle

η

  

The Lateral Energy Parametrisation („Shape“) 8 / 16

● Shower shape:

- Most energies in the center (close to the shower axis)
- Energy tails extending perpendicular to the axis

● The shape parametrisation is based on Geant4 HITs.

- Close-by hits merged to reduce computation time
- Hits saved in ntuple format to be used to derive histograms

● These 2D histograms act as probability density functions during
the fast simulation: Fast sim hits are randomly sampled from it

● 2D histogram stored per layer
and per PCA bin

●  Spline and regression techniques
can be used to reduce memory

..even more 
combinations for full 

calorimeter…
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GAN on Voxels

http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/2746032/files/ATL-SOFT-PUB-2020-006.pdf

• Full range of ATLAS calorimeter, electronic and 
hadronic layers 

• Photons, Electrons and Pions 
• Simpler 1 critic WGAN architecture 
• Train 300 GANs

Work from Edinburgh team
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GAN on Voxels

http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/2746032/files/ATL-SOFT-PUB-2020-006.pdf

• Full range of ATLAS calorimeter, electronic and 
hadronic layers 

• Photons, Electrons and Pions 
• Simpler 1 critic WGAN architecture 
• Train 300 GANs

Figure 12: Total energy response normalised to the truth momentum for photons in the 0.2 < |⌘ | < 0.25 range as
a function of the true momentum. The calorimeter response for the Full detector Simulation (solid black line)
is compared to FastCaloGAN (dashed red line). The error on the data point show the RMS of the total energy
distribution.

Figure 13: Total energy response normalised to the truth momentum for photons in the 2.2 < |⌘ | < 2.25 range as
a function of the true momentum. The calorimeter response for the Full detector Simulation (solid black line)
is compared to FastCaloGAN (dashed red line). The error on the data point show the RMS of the total energy
distribution.

21
Position Response for :γ

(a) (b)

Figure 21: Position resolution along � (a) and ⌘ (b) for reconstructed photons generated at the calorimeter surface
with an energy of 65 GeV in the 0.2 < |⌘ | < 0.25 range. The full detector simulation (solid black line) is compared to
FastCaloGAN (dashed red line).

(a) (b)

Figure 22: Reconstructed photon R� (a) and R⌘ (b) distributions for photons generated at the calorimeter surface
with an energy of 65 GeV in the 0.2 < |⌘ | < 0.25 range. The full detector simulation (solid black line) is compared to
FastCaloGAN (dashed red line).

28

Energy response for γ

Work from Edinburgh team

Due to simple 
geometry 

assumption
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Figure 13: Total energy response normalised to the truth momentum for photons in the 2.2 < |⌘ | < 2.25 range as
a function of the true momentum. The calorimeter response for the Full detector Simulation (solid black line)
is compared to FastCaloGAN (dashed red line). The error on the data point show the RMS of the total energy
distribution.

21
Position Response for :γ

(a) (b)

Figure 21: Position resolution along � (a) and ⌘ (b) for reconstructed photons generated at the calorimeter surface
with an energy of 65 GeV in the 0.2 < |⌘ | < 0.25 range. The full detector simulation (solid black line) is compared to
FastCaloGAN (dashed red line).

(a) (b)

Figure 22: Reconstructed photon R� (a) and R⌘ (b) distributions for photons generated at the calorimeter surface
with an energy of 65 GeV in the 0.2 < |⌘ | < 0.25 range. The full detector simulation (solid black line) is compared to
FastCaloGAN (dashed red line).

28

Energy response for γ

higher values of <�2>. Looking at the <r2> distribution, instead, FastCaloGAN can well reproduce the
whole distribution. Finally, the depths of the shower are reproduced with only minor di�erence. The
performances of FastCaloGAN are similar in both the barrel and end-cap region of the detector.

Figure 25: Leading pT jet for pions with an energy of 65 GeV in the 0.2 < |⌘ | < 0.25 range. The full detector
simulation (solid black line) is compared to FastCaloGAN (dashed red line).

(a) (b)

Figure 26: Position resolution along � (a) and ⌘ (b) for pions with an energy of 65 GeV in the 0.2 < |⌘ | < 0.25 range.
The full detector simulation (solid black line) is compared to FastCaloGAN (dashed red line).

31

Figure 14: Total energy response normalised to the truth momentum for electrons in the 0.2 < |⌘ | < 0.25 range
as a function of the true momentum. The calorimeter response for the Full detector Simulation (solid black line)
is iscompared to FastCaloGAN (dashed red line). The error on the data point show the RMS of the total energy
distribution.

Figure 15: Total energy response normalised to the truth momentum for pions in the 0.2 < |⌘ | < 0.25 range as
a function of the true momentum. The calorimeter response for the Full detector Simulation (solid black line)
is compared to FastCaloGAN (dashed red line). The error on the data point show the RMS of the total energy
distribution.

22

Energy response for π

Position Response for :π

Work from Edinburgh team

Due to simple 
geometry 

assumption
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a function of the true momentum. The calorimeter response for the Full detector Simulation (solid black line)
is compared to FastCaloGAN (dashed red line). The error on the data point show the RMS of the total energy
distribution.
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Figure 21: Position resolution along � (a) and ⌘ (b) for reconstructed photons generated at the calorimeter surface
with an energy of 65 GeV in the 0.2 < |⌘ | < 0.25 range. The full detector simulation (solid black line) is compared to
FastCaloGAN (dashed red line).

(a) (b)

Figure 22: Reconstructed photon R� (a) and R⌘ (b) distributions for photons generated at the calorimeter surface
with an energy of 65 GeV in the 0.2 < |⌘ | < 0.25 range. The full detector simulation (solid black line) is compared to
FastCaloGAN (dashed red line).

28

Energy response for γ

higher values of <�2>. Looking at the <r2> distribution, instead, FastCaloGAN can well reproduce the
whole distribution. Finally, the depths of the shower are reproduced with only minor di�erence. The
performances of FastCaloGAN are similar in both the barrel and end-cap region of the detector.

Figure 25: Leading pT jet for pions with an energy of 65 GeV in the 0.2 < |⌘ | < 0.25 range. The full detector
simulation (solid black line) is compared to FastCaloGAN (dashed red line).

(a) (b)

Figure 26: Position resolution along � (a) and ⌘ (b) for pions with an energy of 65 GeV in the 0.2 < |⌘ | < 0.25 range.
The full detector simulation (solid black line) is compared to FastCaloGAN (dashed red line).

31

Figure 14: Total energy response normalised to the truth momentum for electrons in the 0.2 < |⌘ | < 0.25 range
as a function of the true momentum. The calorimeter response for the Full detector Simulation (solid black line)
is iscompared to FastCaloGAN (dashed red line). The error on the data point show the RMS of the total energy
distribution.

Figure 15: Total energy response normalised to the truth momentum for pions in the 0.2 < |⌘ | < 0.25 range as
a function of the true momentum. The calorimeter response for the Full detector Simulation (solid black line)
is compared to FastCaloGAN (dashed red line). The error on the data point show the RMS of the total energy
distribution.

22

Energy response for π

Position Response for :π

Work from Edinburgh team

Currently has some trouble with photons, impressive on pions

Due to simple 
geometry 

assumption
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Validate on di-Jets events

http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/2746032/files/ATL-SOFT-PUB-2020-006.pdf

(a) (b)

Figure 31: Mass (a) and number of clusters (b) in the reconstructed leading jet in the di-jet sample. The full detector
simulation (solid black line) is compared to FastCaloGAN (dashed red line) and AFII (dashed blue line).

(a) (b)

Figure 32: Jet pT (a) and mass (b) of all reconstructed jets in the di-jet sample. The full detector simulation (solid
black line) is compared to FastCaloGAN (dashed red line) and AFII (dashed blue line).

35

(a) (b)

Figure 35: Jet split12 (a) and split23 (b) of the leading reconstructed large-R jet in the di-jet sample. The full detector
simulation (solid black line) is compared to FastCaloGAN (dashed red line) and AFII (dashed blue line).

(a) (b)

Figure 36: ⌧21 (a) and ⌧32 (b) of the leading reconstructed large-R jet in the di-jet sample. The full detector simulation
(solid black line) is compared to FastCaloGAN(dashed red line) and AFII (dashed blue line).

37

Improves over previous version fast simulation algorithm 
(AFII) in various plots 

Proposition to use hybrid GAN for some pions, 
FastCaloSimV2 for photons

(a) (b)

Figure 31: Mass (a) and number of clusters (b) in the reconstructed leading jet in the di-jet sample. The full detector
simulation (solid black line) is compared to FastCaloGAN (dashed red line) and AFII (dashed blue line).

(a) (b)

Figure 32: Jet pT (a) and mass (b) of all reconstructed jets in the di-jet sample. The full detector simulation (solid
black line) is compared to FastCaloGAN (dashed red line) and AFII (dashed blue line).

35
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Next Steps?

Voxels: 
• Further improvements in voxelisation to allow 300 GANs  3 GANs/VAEs ? 
• Further incorporate ML lessons from cell level studies to Voxel to improve accuracy 
• Move away from simplified geometry of em calorimeter

→

See more from Raghav KansalRaghav Kansal Sparse Data Generation 10

CONDITIONAL GAN
• We want to be able to condition the generator on jet , 

• We modified the message passing architecture to incorporate 
graph-level features, and trained a GAN conditioned on 

• For evaluation the jets have been split into three regions with 
~33k jets each

• Distributions well-matched in all three regions, but some 
degradation for higher :
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Raghav Kansal Graph GANs for HEP Data Generation 12

• We ‘mask’ the particles with an extra binary feature, telling the model if they’re 
real or zero-padded - effectively allowing for variable sized graphs

• With our masking strategy, distributions are well-matched even for complex top 
jets:

Up to 30 particles per top jets of  ~ 1TeVpT
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GAN ARCHITECTURE
Such a message passing model is used in both the generator and discriminator:
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Fully point-cloud approach: 
• Train directly on sparse point-cloud level simulations from Geant4 rather than voxelisation, interesting related work: 2012.00173 
• Inductive bias about chronological layer-to-layer shower development? Did not work for cell level with Dense layers, but worth 

re-exploring for point-cloud level

https://hep-lbdl.github.io/deepmodels4physics.github.io/talks/GraphGANsforHighEnergyPhysicsDataGeneration.pdf
https://hep-lbdl.github.io/deepmodels4physics.github.io/talks/GraphGANsforHighEnergyPhysicsDataGeneration.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/2012.00173
https://arxiv.org/abs/2012.00173
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Ideas to ponder about with your coffee

• Train on data directly?: No, ATLAS already has accurate transformations that fit Geant4 to Data, fast sim only needs to match 
Geant4 so same correction functions can be used 

• Maybe for other projects like learning hadronisation from data 
• Graph networks on point-cloud data allow a more general-purpose model for calo sim?: Detector agnostic architecture (Geant4 

team also looking into general purpose solutions) 
• Can GANs produce more data than the training dataset?  
• How to numerically quantify performance of a generative model? 
• Iterative white box approaches? 

https://indico.cern.ch/event/773049/contributions/3474752/attachments/1936869/3211036/Novel_Deep_Autoregressive_Networks_for_Fast_Simulation_Ioana_Ifrim_Keynote2.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/2008.06545
https://hep-lbdl.github.io/deepmodels4physics.github.io/talks/BerkeleyML21_FRinger.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/773049/contributions/3474752/attachments/1936869/3211036/Novel_Deep_Autoregressive_Networks_for_Fast_Simulation_Ioana_Ifrim_Keynote2.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/2008.06545
https://hep-lbdl.github.io/deepmodels4physics.github.io/talks/BerkeleyML21_FRinger.pdf
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Conclusion

• A lot of work by three different groups inside ATLAS to study DGM for fast calorimeter simulation. 
• Problem is to simulate the current irregular shaped ATLAS calorimeter, not an idealised geometry. 
• Results in many cases comparable to in-development upgrade to the traditional fast simulation algorithm, 

but more work still required. 
• New ideas being explored: Improved Voxel based VAE/GAN, Point-Cloud generation with graph networks 
• No obvious reason to choose hard-to-train GAN over fast-to-train VAE for scientific applications (several 

days vs few hours in our case)  
• ‘Generative models’ has graduated from a fringe idea to mainstream discussion for fast calo simulation in 

ATLAS 

Thank you!
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Backup
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Traditional Fast Simulation Strategies

2

Detector simulation in CMS

CMS fastsim details

3

1234567890

CHEP IOP Publishing

IOP Conf. Series: Journal of Physics: Conf. Series 898 (2017) 042016  doi :10.1088/1742-6596/898/4/042016

2.1. FastCaloSim
The FastCaloSim package provides a parameterised simulation of the particle energy response
and of the energy distribution in the ATLAS calorimeter, reducing the calorimeter simulation
time from several minutes to a few seconds per event. The fast simulation parameterisation
reproduces the longitudinal shower properties, including fluctuations and correlations, but only
average lateral shower properties and uncorrelated lateral energy fluctuations. FastCaloSim
is actively used for Monte-Carlo sample production in ATLAS as a part of ATLFASTII
configuration.

Currently work is ongoing on a new version of FastCaloSim, where advanced mathematical
techniques are used, such as Principal Component Analysis and TMVA neural network regression
analysis [5]. The new version promises improvements in jet substructure modelling, along with
improvements in speed, precision, and memory management.

2.2. Fatras
The Fast ATLAS Tracking Simulation (Fatras) [3] produces a Monte Carlo simulation based
on the software modules and the simplified geometry used by the standard ATLAS track
reconstruction algorithms. Fatras simplifies the layout description while at the same time
guaranteeing a fair amount of accuracy in the simulation. Instead of volumes, the detector
is described by thin layers on which the properties of detector volumes’ material are projected
(see figure 3). During the propagation through the detector, interactions with the detector
material are performed according to different particles types, modelled by fast algorithms. The
extrapolation tools sample the material effects from parametrised functions taking ionization,
bremsstrahlung photon emission, photon conversion, positron annihilation, multiple scattering
effects and hadronic interactions into account.

Figure 3. Visualization of the simplified
geometry used by the standard ATLAS
track reconstruction and Fatras, derived
from photon conversion vertices [3].

First estimates show that Fatras in conjunction with FastCaloSim (known as the
ATLFASTIIF configuration) could provide a reduction of simulation time of up to a factor
of 100 or more compared to full simulation with Geant4 [3]. Fatras is currently undergoing
physics validation.

ATLAS fastsim chain details

ATLAS/Other 
experiments 
similarly speed up 
with: 

- Simplified 
geometry 

- Parameteised 
calorimeter 
response 

- Approximations

https://indico.cern.ch/event/614935/contributions/2625507/attachments/1483588/2302216/SekmenLPCCDetSim1706.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/614935/contributions/2625507/attachments/1483588/2302216/SekmenLPCCDetSim1706.pdf
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1742-6596/898/4/042016/pdf
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1742-6596/898/4/042016/pdf
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Trainable Swish Activation
SEARCHING FOR ACTIVATION FUNCTIONS

Prajit Ramachandran⇤, Barret Zoph, Quoc V. Le
Google Brain
{prajit,barretzoph,qvl}@google.com

ABSTRACT

The choice of activation functions in deep networks has a significant effect on
the training dynamics and task performance. Currently, the most successful and
widely-used activation function is the Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU). Although
various hand-designed alternatives to ReLU have been proposed, none have man-
aged to replace it due to inconsistent gains. In this work, we propose to lever-
age automatic search techniques to discover new activation functions. Using
a combination of exhaustive and reinforcement learning-based search, we dis-
cover multiple novel activation functions. We verify the effectiveness of the
searches by conducting an empirical evaluation with the best discovered activa-
tion function. Our experiments show that the best discovered activation function,
f(x) = x · sigmoid(�x), which we name Swish, tends to work better than ReLU
on deeper models across a number of challenging datasets. For example, simply
replacing ReLUs with Swish units improves top-1 classification accuracy on Im-
ageNet by 0.9% for Mobile NASNet-A and 0.6% for Inception-ResNet-v2. The
simplicity of Swish and its similarity to ReLU make it easy for practitioners to
replace ReLUs with Swish units in any neural network.

1 INTRODUCTION

At the heart of every deep network lies a linear transformation followed by an activation func-
tion f(·). The activation function plays a major role in the success of training deep neural net-
works. Currently, the most successful and widely-used activation function is the Rectified Lin-
ear Unit (ReLU) (Hahnloser et al., 2000; Jarrett et al., 2009; Nair & Hinton, 2010), defined as
f(x) = max(x, 0). The use of ReLUs was a breakthrough that enabled the fully supervised training
of state-of-the-art deep networks (Krizhevsky et al., 2012). Deep networks with ReLUs are more
easily optimized than networks with sigmoid or tanh units, because gradients are able to flow when
the input to the ReLU function is positive. Thanks to its simplicity and effectiveness, ReLU has
become the default activation function used across the deep learning community.

While numerous activation functions have been proposed to replace ReLU (Maas et al., 2013; He
et al., 2015; Clevert et al., 2015; Klambauer et al., 2017), none have managed to gain the widespread
adoption that ReLU enjoys. Many practitioners have favored the simplicity and reliability of ReLU
because the performance improvements of the other activation functions tend to be inconsistent
across different models and datasets.

The activation functions proposed to replace ReLU were hand-designed to fit properties deemed
to be important. However, the use of search techniques to automate the discovery of traditionally
human-designed components has recently shown to be extremely effective (Zoph & Le, 2016; Bello
et al., 2017; Zoph et al., 2017). For example, Zoph et al. (2017) used reinforcement learning-
based search to find a replicable convolutional cell that outperforms human-designed architectures
on ImageNet.

In this work, we use automated search techniques to discover novel activation functions. We focus
on finding new scalar activation functions, which take in as input a scalar and output a scalar, because
scalar activation functions can be used to replace the ReLU function without changing the network
architecture. Using a combination of exhaustive and reinforcement learning-based search, we find
a number of novel activation functions that show promising performance. To further validate the

⇤Work done as a member of the Google Brain Residency program (g.co/brainresidency).
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While these results are promising, it is still unclear whether the discovered activation functions
can successfully replace ReLU on challenging real world datasets. In order to validate the effec-
tiveness of the searches, in the rest of this work we focus on empirically evaluating the activation
function f(x) = x · �(�x), which we call Swish. We choose to extensively evaluate Swish in-
stead of max(x,�(x)) because early experimentation showed better generalization for Swish. In
the following sections, we analyze the properties of Swish and then conduct a thorough empirical
evaluation comparing Swish, ReLU, and other candidate baseline activation functions on number of
large models across a variety of tasks.

4 SWISH

To recap, Swish is defined as x · �(�x), where �(z) = (1 + exp(�z))�1 is the sigmoid function
and � is either a constant or a trainable parameter. Figure 4 plots the graph of Swish for different
values of �. If � = 1, Swish is equivalent to the Sigmoid-weighted Linear Unit (SiL) of Elfwing
et al. (2017) that was proposed for reinforcement learning. If � = 0, Swish becomes the scaled
linear function f(x) = x

2 . As � ! 1, the sigmoid component approaches a 0-1 function, so
Swish becomes like the ReLU function. This suggests that Swish can be loosely viewed as a smooth
function which nonlinearly interpolates between the linear function and the ReLU function. The
degree of interpolation can be controlled by the model if � is set as a trainable parameter.

Figure 4: The Swish activation function. Figure 5: First derivatives of Swish.

Like ReLU, Swish is unbounded above and bounded below. Unlike ReLU, Swish is smooth and non-
monotonic. In fact, the non-monotonicity property of Swish distinguishes itself from most common
activation functions. The derivative of Swish is

f 0(x) = �(�x) + �x · �(�x)(1� �(�x))

= �(�x) + �x · �(�x)� �x · �(�x)2

= �x · �(x) + �(�x)(1� �x · �(�x))
= �f(x) + �(�x)(1� �f(x))

The first derivative of Swish is shown in Figure 5 for different values of �. The scale of � controls
how fast the first derivative asymptotes to 0 and 1. When � = 1, the derivative has magnitude less
than 1 for inputs that are less than around 1.25. Thus, the success of Swish with � = 1 implies that
the gradient preserving property of ReLU (i.e., having a derivative of 1 when x > 0) may no longer
be a distinct advantage in modern architectures.

The most striking difference between Swish and ReLU is the non-monotonic “bump” of Swish when
x < 0. As shown in Figure 6, a large percentage of preactivations fall inside the domain of the bump
(�5  x  0), which indicates that the non-monotonic bump is an important aspect of Swish. The
shape of the bump can be controlled by changing the � parameter. While fixing � = 1 is effective
in practice, the experiments section shows that training � can further improve performance on some
models. Figure 7 plots distribution of trained � values from a Mobile NASNet-A model (Zoph et al.,
2017). The trained � values are spread out between 0 and 1.5 and have a peak at � ⇡ 1, suggesting
that the model takes advantage of the additional flexibility of trainable � parameters.

5

Swish(x)=x⋅sigmoid(βx)

Trainable β

~ReLu

~linear ~ReLu

~linear

~x⋅sigmoid(x)

~x⋅sigmoid(x)

https://arxiv.org/abs/1710.05941
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Same shower pattern, different image!
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Same shower pattern, different image!
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Same shower pattern, different image!
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Same shower pattern, different image!
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Same shower pattern, different image!
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Same shower pattern, different image!
We have ignored this so far
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Same shower pattern, different image!
We have ignored this so far


